The contribution of sensory inputs to the pattern generation of breathing.
Current concepts of the basic neural control system and its modulation by afferent inputs are reviewed. It is emphasized that, in analogy with locomotion, the central pattern generator (CPG) for automatic metabolic respiration does not depend on any afferent feedback from receptors sensitive to the movements of the "pump," or the streams of pumped air, for its production of a rhythmic motor output provides the CPG receives some "drive" inputs above threshold and adequate bias. The operation for a variety of reflexes and feedback loops is of fundamental importance, however, for adapting the breathing pattern to the varying requirements for gas exchange to the many behavioural, nonmetabolic demands on the breathing apparatus which are competing with its primary metabolic control functions. The presentation is focussed also on available evidence that the respiratory CPG exerts powerful modulations on the transmission in these reflex pathways controlling the pattern of breathing and adjusting it to the various metabolic and behavioural demands. Mechanisms for "gating," "phasic gain changes," and "phase-dependent reflex reversal" are exemplified.